2017

A Look at the Year Ahead

February Eclipse

-This eclipse series started in 1512 and will complete in 2772 – (Bernadette Brady Predictive Astrology)

-

From a family of eclipses that brings with it the element of the pleasant surprise.
Sudden happiness, a joyful event, the lucky break, the lucky win.
The events which will be occurring can be believed and
can positively change the person’s life.
This cycle repeats every 19 years. It will add another layer of experience, resembling events experienced in 1999.

February 10th – (22°28’ Leo)
Lunar Eclipse: Full Moon @ 7:33 pm
Creativity, Innovation & Leadership:

February 26th – (8° Pisces 12’)
Solar Eclipse: New Moon @ 9:58 am
Release and Unify Your Dream:

• To integrate creativity and innovation and develop
warm-hearted, future-oriented leadership.

• This is a continuation of the eclipse that
started Sept 1, 2016 (9° Virgo 21’)
• To find the unity of your unconsciousness and
conscious desires, by taking action to release
what no longer is needed or for it may be holding
you back. Joy and abundance is waiting for you!

• A need to balance and integrate your opposing
forces between being creative, risk-taking, fun-loving,
unique and independent vs holding on to unconscious
emotions, tied to an identity of the past.
• An opportunity to manifest your inner desires and
dreams.

• To find the need for oneness of your vision and
dreams to move forward ‘in balance’.

• To take action with the support of others, to express
yourself through non-conventional, communication
practices in work or self-improvement service to others.

• Focusing in the ‘theme’ house it falls in:

• To be of compassionate group service to others.
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Aries a

Taurus b

• Can be easily manifested through a new extension of
creative self expression by integrating social reform.

• Will need to work to manifest dream by establishing new
foundations and social integration.

• This could involve birth, pregnancy, children, romance, love, the arts,
entertainment, vacations, investments, stocks, and can be integrated
through group involvement, social causes, friendships, and aspirations.

• This could involve your parents or parenting, family, property, house,

• Lucky opportunities by reaching out and interaction with others.

• Lucky opportunities can be yours by reaching out to your colleagues,
employees, work routines, pets, or any one you have an obligation to.

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

or real estate, and can be integrated through new business adventures,
career status, your standing in the community and your authority.

• A flourishing new direction with your image and self awareness.

• A flourishing new direction with endings and following your dreams.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on expansion of
awareness, beliefs, education and far-reaching communication.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on transformation,
death/rebirth, investments, inheritances, intense unions, releasing
attachments, counseling.

--------------------------------------------------------------• This will require an adjustment of transcendence, forgiveness or sacrifice, taking care of unfinished business with
things or people that have been an obstruction in the past.

--------------------------------------------------------------• This will require an adjustment of social reform with your
friends, associations and/or affiliations.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• An expansion of agreements with partnerships or competitors is putting pressure and restriction on your personal
actions and vitality.

• An expansion of self improvement & personal reorientation
is putting pressure on freeing yourself from past restrictions
and attaining inner peace.

• May break ties with some ‘ghosts from the past’, self-undoing,
worries and suffering which is ‘limiting you’ this year.

• May break ties with some ‘committed’ people in your life
who are ‘limiting you’ this year.

• Sweep away outworn structures in the collective thinking
and struggle to expand your awareness.

• Sweep away outworn structures in your career, duties,
public status and/or government.

• Sudden change, death and regeneration with your hidden
psychological escapism to exploration of new discoveries.
Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Sudden change, death and regeneration with your identity
within your business. Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Your ambition in establishing cooperation with your personal
routine may run into considerable resistance affecting
far-reaching communications, truth of promotion and
unfamiliar beliefs.

• Your ambition in establishing alliances with others may run
into considerable resistance affecting your status or the
relationship with your authorities.
• Endurance to follow through with goals. Cautious expansion
with progress, groups and publicity.

---------------------------------------------------------------

• Endurance to follow through with shared resources.
Cautious expansion with debt, banking and sexuality. (
Not a good time for money investments)

• Begin to look for completion through self inside vs through

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

---------------------------------------------------------------

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• Begin to look inside for obligation to self vs externally to
anyone you have an obligation to serve.

growth of partnerships and alliances with others.
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Gemini c

Cancer d

• Reach out for support from a group to manifest a
heart-felt trip or communication with peers by advocating
collective thinking, foreign interests and exploration.

• Minor Strain to creatively overcome your relationship to
your own personal resources to manifest dream by
implementing shared resources.

• This could involve an intellectual endeavor, commerce, or unfamiliar
far-reaching communications, education, laws, ethical beliefs.

• This could involve your money, values, attachments that you think
define you and can be integrated through intense unions, joint resources,
delving into the unknown and releasing attachments.
• Lucky partnership opportunities by reaching out and establishing
foundations, integration and emotional security with self, family, real
estate and investments.

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

• Lucky opportunities by reaching out and interaction children, loved
ones, friends and unusual affiliations. Speculation and risk taking.

• A flourishing new direction with social reform and group involvement.
• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on expansion of
business and marriage relationships and legal contracts.

• A flourishing new direction with business and career.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on expansion of self
improvement, personal reorientation, health and daily routine.

---------------------------------------------------------------

• This will require an adjustment within your own expansion of
awareness to achieve societal recognition and authority

--------------------------------------------------------------• This will require an adjustment of death/rebirth to achieve
a higher calling and an expansion of your awareness

-------------------------------------------------------------

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

---------------------------------------------------------------

• An expansion of relationships for creative self expression
children and loved ones is putting pressure and restriction
on your group involvement, goals and shared resources.

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• An expansion of relationships for your own personal integration and your family is putting pressure and restriction on
your career development, public life and achievements.

• May break ties with some ‘fun’ group and organizational
‘authorities’ who are pressuring and ‘limiting you’ this year.

• May break ties with some ‘business’ groups and organizational ‘goal setting’ experts who are pressuring and ‘limiting
you’ this year.

• Sweep away outworn structures in your investments, emotional consequence of a relationship, attachments & death.
• Sudden change, death and regeneration with your progressive alternatives, resentment and power struggles. Rebirth
into a whole new way of life.

• Sweep away outworn traditional beliefs of your responsibilities and commitments in your dealings with others.
• Sudden change, in your business and professional relationships. Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Your ambition in expanding personal pleasures may run into
considerable resistance affecting investments/shared
resources and your responsibility to ‘committed partnerships.

• Your ambition in expanding your home and family life may
run into considerable resistance affecting your presence
and responsibilities ‘committed’ to other partnerships.

• Endurance to follow through with contracts. Cautious
expansion with speculation, risk taking and pleasure.

• Endurance to follow through with your health goals. Cautious
expansion with real estate, emotional & private life.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• Begin to look inside for creative self expression, expanding
relationship with self (love) vs growth through social
desires and relationships. (Creative writing or artwork)?

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• Begin to look inside for emotional wholeness, expanding
relationship with home and family vs growth through career
and business status. (Get to know them!)
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Leo e

Virgo d

• Birth of a new creative identity and let your personality
blossom. A year of self-awareness focused on your image,
body and immediate environment. Integration of relationships with others with possibly a new partnership coming in.

• Minor Strain to creatively transcend the endings of cycles,
taking care of unfinished business to manifest your dream
by focusing on personal reorientation and self improvement.

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

• This could involve freeing yourself from past restrictions, meditation,
spiritual development and attaining inner peace; service to humanity.

• This could involve how others see you, your health and vitality, adventures, your character, your outlook upon life and the world.

• Lucky partnership opportunities may come in to help your personal
finances, security, savings and enjoyment of the material world.

• Lucky cooperative opportunities and support from siblings, relatives,

• A flourishing new direction with intense unions, intimacy, joint resources,
investments, death or releasing attachments.

neighbors involving short trips, transportation, & communication of all kinds.

• A new direction with goals, teachers, beliefs, laws, & foreign assets.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on children/pregnancy,

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on your home and family,
personal integration, your parents (mother), or real estate.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

• An expansion of relationships with your siblings and peers
within your familiar environment is putting pressure and
restriction on your ability to explore distant peoples and
lands, expand your awareness, teach or learn from experts.

• An expansion of the pull on your own personal resources is
putting pressure and restriction on your ability to find intense
unions with others (sex) and delve into the unknown.

creative works, loved ones, romance, recreation, speculation.

• An adjustment of your independent nature and originality to
achieve intimacy and shared resources with others.

• This will require an adjustment of self improvement to
achieve an ideal committed relationship or partnership.

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• May break ties with ‘committed partners who are sharing
your resources and investments or counselors’ who are
pressuring and ‘limiting you’ this year.

• May break ties with some mundane beliefs or ‘compromised’ education practices, which require other peoples
support, which are pressuring and ‘limiting your growth’.

• Sweep away outworn traditional beliefs of your responsibilities
and commitments in dealing with your children and family.

• Sweep away outworn structures in your daily routine, work
habits, your health (diet, exercise, and personal hygiene)

• Sudden change, in your world of partners, intimacy and
secrets with others. Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Sudden change in your goals and future planning, involving
a partner, hobby or child. Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Your ambition in expanding your personal resources and
enjoyment of the material world may run into considerable
resistance affecting your presence and responsibilities
‘committed’ to your loved ones.

• Your ambition in relations, commerce or distribution of information, may run into considerable resistance affecting your
work duties, personal routine and responsibility to loved ones.
• Have endurance to follow through on goals with loved ones.
Cautious expansion with peers and urge to communicate.

• Endurance to follow through with your emotional security.
Cautious expansion with work and growth of material security.

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

• Begin to look inside for dialogue, writing self experiences, or
going back to school, developing skills in communication.

• Begin to integrate your relationship with money and possessions vs your general state of health and work habits.
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Libra g

Scorpio h

• Others help you to manifest social reform and
collective endeavors for the common good through a
creative extension of yourself.

• Working to manifest your dream of social integration and
your standing in the community by establishing foundations.

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

• This could involve your public life, your authority, career, societal recognition, achievements, reputation, function in society, your father.

• This could involve friends, co-workers, networks, organizations, groups,
causes, progressive ideas and step-children.

• Lucky opportunities can be yours through the internet, isolated retreats,
compassionate service to humanity, meditation, spiritual development.

• Lucky opportunities can come your way supported through your own
vitality, how others see you, your perception and your appearance.

• A flourishing new direction with self discipline of personal health and
daily work habits. Love and kindness to animals.

• A flourishing new direction coming in with your partnered relationships; .

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on your values and
personal resources, finances and material security, and enjoyment of
the material world and your attachments.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on local communication,
transportation, negotiations, education, siblings, relatives and peers.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

• This will require an adjustment of self improvement and
self discipline of your health and daily work environment.

• This will require an adjustment of your creative self expression
with spirituality, children, the arts, romance, or entertainment.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• An expansion of personal relationships with loved ones and
‘having fun’ is putting pressure and restriction on following
through with service obligations with contracts/partners.

• An expansion of taking care of unfinished business and
attaining inner peace is putting pressure on personal reorientation of daily habits. Care of body, nutrition, and work.
• May break ties with some ‘daily habits, work and services
provided’, which is ‘limiting your imagination, vision and
dreams, meditation or spiritual growth’ this year.

• May break ties with some ‘committed’ work partners in your
life who are ‘limiting you’ this year.
• Sweep away outworn structures in your traditions with
home and family (mother) and psychological foundation.

• Sweep away outworn structures in traditional communication.
• Sudden change, death and regeneration of your daily
‘desired’ work habits, communication and related travel.
Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Sudden change, death and regeneration of ‘self’ obligation
/duty to your family into compassionate service to others.
Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Your ambition in establishing inner realities or being ‘removed’
via internet may run into considerable resistance affecting
your communication as an authority, as seen by other people.

• Your ambition of establishing a balanced relationship with
yourself may run into considerable resistance affecting your
responsibility to the family, your home and your parents.

• Endurance to follow through with your financial vision (partner).
Cautious expansion of internet transactions and charity work.

• Endurance to follow through with optimistic information.
Cautious expansion with personal action + diplomatic relations.

--------------------------------------------------------------Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

---------------------------------------------------------------

• Look inside to expand spiritual or imaginative foundation
using abundance of personal resources for self mastery vs
advocating service for others.

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• A time for self discovery and reflection. To look inside and
balance your own ideals, goals, ethics and relationship needs.
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Sagitarius i

Capricorn j

• Flow of mastery and growth to expansion of awareness
through all forms of communication with the environment.

• A difficult adjustment to creatively transform into joint
resources and unknown areas by releasing attachments to
personal resources.

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

• This could involve routine interactions, information, teaching, writing,
short journeys, siblings, peers, distribution, transportation, commerce.

• This could involve your money, values, attachments that you think
define you and can be integrated through intense unions, joint resources,
delving into the unknown and releasing attachments.
• Lucky partnership opportunities from others with your social integration.
Your standing in the community, career, reputation,recognition or father.

• Lucky opportunities and support from collective endeavors with groups,
social causes and reform, progressive networks, financial organizations.

• A flourishing new direction with creative self expression, children or the arts.
• Realistic committed goals and responsible focus on how others see

• A flourishing new direction establishing foundations with home and family.

you, appreciation of your body, physical appearance, and overall health.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on taking care of unfinished business and coming to terms with unresolved issues. Transcendence.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

• An adjustment establishing a spiritual foundation will instill
a protected and secure environment as a base of operation.

• This will require an adjustment of communication with the
environment to plan commerce and distribution of ideas.

-------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• An expansion of progress, social reform and group involvement is putting pressure and restriction on being actively
involved with your loved ones and having fun.

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• An expansion of relationships your career development,
public life and achievements is putting pressure and restriction on your own personal integration and your family.

• May break ties with some friends, ‘fun, social dating, artistic,
educational or thought provoking book’ groups who are
pressuring and ‘limiting you’ this year.

• May break ties with some ‘land or real estate’ or traditional
and familiar operations which are pressuring and ‘limiting
your growth’ this year.

• Sweep away outworn structures in the area of your personal
resources and your identification with finances, attachments,
and possessions.

• Sweep away outworn traditional beliefs of your self and how
others see you in your profession.

• Sudden change, death and regeneration with your attachments
to money and your personal resources. Rebirth into a whole
new creative way of life. (Children/romance/pleasure)

• Sudden change, in your emotional security and self awareness.
Rebirth into a whole new way of life.
• Your ambition in expanding your career or accomplishments
may run into considerable resistance affecting your presence and responsibilities ‘committed’ to yourself.

• Your ambition in expanding social and collective endeavors
may run into considerable resistance from own personal
resources and your responsibility to own material security.

• Endurance to follow through with attaining inner peace and
transcendence goals. Cautious expansion with business
partnerships and empowerment.

• Have endurance to follow through with self awareness goals.
Cautious expansion with group advocacy of self expression.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• Look inside and rethink who you partnered with vs self integrity.
Are they aligned with your values and beliefs? May reconnect
with past friendships, and inner spirituality, truth and wisdom.

• Begin to look inside for inner authority and recognition. May
go back to school for progressive training within your career
field or reconnect with past partnerships in business.
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Aquarius k

Pisces l

• Bringing balance to a new creative partnership and looking at
what you seek in your relationships. A year of self-awareness
focused on your image, body and immediate environment.

• Focus on self improvement and personally reorienting yourself, health, daily work and service, after coming to terms
with unresolved issues. Pets may play a big role this year.

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

Opportunity for Long-Awaited Dream & Appreciation by Others

• This could involve completion through others: business partnerships,
compensation, open enemies or competitors, your marriage, legal contracts, alliances. Also how others see you, your health and vitality.

• This could involve growth, general state of health and care of the body,
nutrition and physical therapy. Daily employment and routine operations,
self-discipline and service. Love and kindness to animals.

• A new direction with familiar communication with the environment.

• A flourishing new direction with your relationship to material things, your
values, personal resources, possessions, tangible beauty and comforts.

• Lucky partnership opportunities may come in through joint finances/
investments, intense unions/sex, surgery, letting go, or counseling

• Lucky cooperative opportunities from teachers, education, beliefs, morals, ethics, far-reaching communications, laws, travel to distant lands.
• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on social reform, group
involvement, collective endeavors, global awareness and aspirations.

• Realistic committed partnership goals focusing on your career and social
integration, your standing in the community, achievements & reputation.

---------------------------------------------------------------

• An adjustment to define the relationship with your personal
resources and security, aligned with your values and comforts.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

---------------------------------------------------------------

• This will require an adjustment of your self awareness to be
noticed for your self expression, image, individuality and vitality.

-------------------------------------------------------------

• An expansion of your awareness, collective thinking and
your beliefs is putting pressure and restriction on your
ability to communicate your values with the familiar environment, deal with vehicles, short trips or time with siblings.

Change, Freedom, Ambition...Moving Forward to Future Goals

• An expansion of the pull on your own joint resources is putting
pressure and restriction on your ability to find personal security and enjoyment of the material world.

• May break ties with some ‘routine interactions and intellectual endeavors’ that are pressuring and ‘limiting you.

• May break ties with your money, values and attachments
(things that you own that you think define you), which are
pressuring and ‘limiting you’ this year.

• Sweep away outworn structures by taking care of unfinished
business with friends, co-workers, affiliations or groups.

• Sweep away outworn traditional beliefs of your responsibilities
and commitments to social causes and group empowerment.

• Sudden change in your personal empowerment with letting
go of ‘ghosts from the past’ and speaking freely, sharing
values and compassion. Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Sudden change, in your world of collective endeavors, clubs,
friendships and aspirations. Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

• Your ambition for expanding your horizons and becoming an
expert in your field, may run into considerable resistance from
sabotaging inner realities. Work on self empowerment.

• Your ambition in expanding the transformation of your
attachment with others may run into considerable resistance affecting your presence and responsibilities
‘committed’ to common links and friendships.

• Have endurance to teach others progressive ideas in groups.
Cautious expansion with goals and educational growth.

• Have endurance to follow through with your career and
goals. Cautious expansion with colleagues and affiliations.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• May look to go back to school or reconnect with prior teachers
for inner awareness. Rethink own integrity, values and truth.

Moving Backward Making Internal Changes Feb 6-June 9:

• May begin counseling or delve into your unconscious emotions.
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Creativity, Innovation & Leadership
February 10th – Lunar Eclipse (Full Moon - 22° Leo) @ 7:33 pm

Jan 7-15:

July 7 – 23rd:

Jan 11-27:

July 9th (Full Moon):

• Your beliefs, enthusiasm, sense of responsibility and career
drives build mastery and expansion through your commitment
and discipline in the outside world.

• Enduring Internal discipline: Reality quotient, practicality and
capacity to deal with limits is easier. Focus on growth and
flourishing of structured limitations to achieve eclipse theme.

• Opportunity and help from others; benevolence
• Growing social support of your beliefs/goals and opportunities
for leadership of eclipse theme in outside world.

• Mars activates irritation/frustration to eclipse theme. Impulsive
emotional reaction.

September 2-6th (Full Moon):

Feb 16 - Mar 5:

• Beliefs/goals increasing support for opportunity of eclipse theme
in from inside world. Internal support within self or organization.

• Beliefs/Goals elevated, applied, reorganization for new
opportunity of eclipse theme in outside world and clearance of
obstacles in the way.

Feb 27 – Mar 19:

Sept 27 – Oct 12th:

• Freedom to assert your self-oriented inventiveness easily and to
express your creativity. Fun loving and exciting opportunities.

• Your sense of responsibility, status, and wisdom of experience all
easily blend, demonstrate and communicate your self-focused
structures and leadership in the outside world… toward eclipse theme.

Feb 27 – Mar 5:

Oct 8th – 20th (New Moon):

• A very big unexpected social awareness in this area of your
life… It’s all very good, but it’s all too much! It may bring in
a repolarization of your beliefs vs the beliefs of others, and
dealing with diplomatic relations and cooperation of what
is being taught.

• A new beginning - Full moving forward for your future
growth/dharma of your leadership within an area that is
creative, fun-loving and exciting to you.
• Relationships/connections - to balance gifts and challenges
of the past with the future.

Feb 28:

October 11th:

• Easy activation towards doing your own thing, Expansion,
growth, flourishing opportunities. Onward and upward.

• Discreet, efficient adjustment. Assertion and strengthening of
emotional integration. Yielding to what is to be with eclipse theme.

April 11th (Full Moon):

November 27-28th:

• Desires of material assets or pleasure. Tension and challenge or
crisis activated. Opportunity for empowerment and ‘doing it’!

• Cooperative activation, application and reorganization of your
leadership role within the eclipse theme area.
• Applying your own aesthetic touch to it.

May 24- 25th:

• An urge to speak, gather or communicate information is
supported by others. They want to see you lead.
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Release and Unify Your Dream

February 26th – Solar Eclipse (New Moon - 8° Pisces) @ 9:58 am
Feb 27th:

August 2-3rd:

• Life force/vitality may begin to (honor/pledge/decide) to find
compassion for self and find unity of one vision and dream
ahead.

• Your pride may need to cut ties with your ego and make a difficult adjustment to find compassion for yourself or the situation.

Sept 19th:

March 22nd:

• Your efficiency, work, precision, or health may give you a
critical realization and awareness for the need to find the
balance to your opposing forces and find the oneness of your
vision and dreams. Awareness that you can’t do both.

• Initiation of material world and resources offers opportunity or
help to fulfill desire for oneness.

May 4th (1st Qtr Moon):

November 5-6th:

• Your urge to communicate and self express your vision
is challenged.
• Find empowerment through the challenge or crisis and
get it out there!

• Diplomatic cooperation may be required to defend your vision
and dreams. A difficult adjustment involving competitive
partners or interests.

November 17-21st:

June17th (1st Qtr Moon):

• Your emotional need to cultivate your dream may be easily
activated to flourish and grow. Moving forward.

• Your ideals and goals may be intense and compulsive,
however mastery and expansion are moving you easily forward
through your transition toward your (unconscious) dreams.

Change, Freedom, Ambition... Moving Backward
Jupiter Retrograde – February 6 - June 9

The retrograde may bring in inner awareness and inner growth.
• It is a period of reflection before further growth and expansion
– a conscious holding back and rethinking who we are (personal
integrity) and who we are partnered with; aligned with.
• Looking back at our spirituality, philosophy and regaining a
better perception.
• May go back to school or go on a journey planned in the past
that was postponed.

• Reconnecting with past partnerships and long lost friendships.
• Confidence in agreements and equality may not be strong in the
outside world and we may question the values, morals and truth
of others as well as ourselves.

Are WE being authentic and letting our own
mastery shine. Are we relating truth to others?
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2017

Change, Freedom, Ambition... Moving Forward to Future Goals
Endurance + Careful Investments. Realistic Goals = Success.

-

Saturn (21° Sag) trine Uranus (20° Aries)
sextile Jupiter (21° Libra)

Jupiter (21° Libra) oppose Uranus (20° Aries)
T-square Pluto (16° Cap)

All year through Oct 10th, Limited, conservative and cooperative energy available

This T-square eases up in April, May, June and October when Jupiter

Main Theme of Jupiter/Uranus Opposition:

Main Theme of Jupiter sextile Saturn:

• A desire to release yourself from restrictions and
obligations that you feel have limited your life.
• A possible break from some limiting circumstance
(a person, a job or a way of life). A need for newness.
• Relationships can be especially affected by this transit.
• With urges for individual freedom, eccentricity, innovation and
future-oriented interests, a partnership may be quite difficult to
maintain during this time.
• An outcry for reform of social perceptions and higher ethical
standards. Social quest for truth and
committed goals.

• A strong focus on vision and goals. Endurance to follow through
and plunge forward from now until mid-October.
• Oriented to work and duty, but not willing to take on ‘what is not
yours to take on’.
• Expansion and growth may be looked at from a very careful
and pragmatic point of view. Your interested in what “could be”,
but this concern is well balanced by your concern for “what is”
already.
• Financially ‘thrifty’, careful investments are more likely than
most to work out well.
• A good year to turn your ideals into reality because you will be
able to see which goals are realistic and which are not. Patient
solid groundwork for realistic goals = success.
• Can be a good year for business, but thrifty = gains.
Cautious expansion.

Main Theme of Pluto/Uranus Square:

• To sweep away all the old and outworn structures that are built
up.
• Sudden change. The principle of death and
regeneration combined with sudden change.
• Deep psychological growth period as you make
way for the new.
• Rebirth into a whole new way of life.

Main Theme of Saturn Trine Uranus:

• All year through Dec 20th: ‘conservative, limited and steady
growth easily facilitates individual changes being made this year
• With this trine, you can make changes in a disciplined manner
wi/o having to make chaos. No rushing here!
• A year of stability, goal setting, and assertive implementation
incorporating the ‘new’ into your life.
• Recent structures that may have been changed in the last
several years, can become permanent now.
• Authorities may appreciate your disciplined approach to new
and original ideas.

Main Theme of Jupiter Square with Pluto:

• Your ambition may be to strive for power and success. Aroused
to achieve great things. However, your efforts may run into
considerable resistance from others. Accomplishment could go
either way.
• You may provoke conflict with those who are in power – a tight
spot with the authorities.
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August Eclipse

-This eclipse series started in 1639 and will complete in 2883 – (Bernadette Brady Predictive Astrology)

Unexpected events involving friends or groups place a great deal of
pressure on personal relationships. These relationship issues may loom large
as the eclipse affects the chart. The individual would be wise not to make any hasty
decisions since information is distorted and possibly false.
The eclipse also has an essence of tiredness or health problems attached to it.
Aug 7th – (15° Aquarius 25’)
Lunar Eclipse: Full Moon @ 2:11 pm
A Great Deal of Pressure on Relationships:

Aug 21st – (28° Leo 53’)
Total Solar Eclipse: New Moon @ 2:30 pm
A Challenge to Lead with Grace (not ego):

• To integrate the action of communicating and
birthing the beliefs and ideas of your new creative
expression in a foreign area of life with the connections and community of the past.

• Unity of your purpose = Regal Leadership and an
Expert in Your Field of Experience.
To open your heart and lead with grace - not ego.
(Conjunct royal star Regulus 29° Leo – Honors, Power, Success -

NOTE: If used poorly this could go south quickly & power taken away)

• A great power struggle on the capacity of your
own resources with the desires of society, your affiliations and people who are removed from you.

• Beliefs will be the focus of attention: Law, truth,
ethics, religion, higher education and unfamiliar
peoples, travel and /or foreign lands.

• Adjustments in your public communication, work and
everyday life. Much optimism and support.

• Your beliefs and sense of responsibility are supported
by your affiliations. Hope, optimism and cooperation
are provided by affiliations however a great power
struggle with the practicality of financial resources.

• Your irrational drives and childlike compulsions can
easily cast negative judgments and beliefs at this
time. Testing and emotional confrontations with close
personal relationships. A difficult period.

• Desires of the unconventional public needs and the
ultimate disposition of your body are challenged.
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